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Insulin – a life-saving agent
New valve island generation as an automation solution
for insulin production

Bürkert Best Practice

SIMPLE INTEGRATION,
INCREASED OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY
COOPERATION WITH ZETA
Intelligent automation systems offer practical diagnostic and safety-related shutdown functions.
Preventive maintenance measures are also possible and integration into the world of process
controls can be implemented “seamlessly”. Pneumatic automation is based upon high performance
valve islands. In a fermentation plant for insulin production of the ZETA Group, twenty Bürkert valve
islands are responsible for electro-pneumatic automation and control about 600 valve functions
during the fermentation process.

Did you know?
The new valve island AirLINE SP*
is ideal for application with the
I/O system SIMATIC ET 200SP*
from Siemens. Be it traditional
digital / analogue input modules
or the activation of actuators via
digital / analogue output modules - everything is combined in
a compact and powerful automation system.

“The hardware and software integration of valve islands
into our world of automation has simplified installation,
start-up and parameterisation. This also helped us save
significantly on time and costs.”
Andreas Rauscheder, Project Engineer ZETA
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Hygiene and reliability are standard features
Insulin has revolutionised the treatment of diabetes mellitus.
This life-saving agent has been produced industrially with
the help of genetically manipulated bacteria and yeasts for
more than twenty-five years. Stringent demands are placed
on the applied process technology. The plants therefore
need to not only meet strict hygiene and cleaning standards
and legal requirements but must also operate at the highest
levels of precision and reliability. The ZETA Group, headquartered in Austria, is a specialist for tailored process solutions
for such sterile and aseptic applications.

Turn-key automation solution
ZETA supplies a fermentation plant, including automation

The valve island Type 8647 is designed for installation in control
cabinets and can be mounted on standard rails to save space.

technology, for insulin production. The project incorporates
designing, installing, testing and certifying eighteen tanks,
thirty control cabinets and the complete measurement and

Operational reliability guaranteed

control technology. A total of twenty Bürkert valve islands

The EVS function interrupts the supply circuit for the load

(Type 8647) in combination with the distributed I/O system

voltage of the valves via a potential-free contact. This ena-

ET 200SP from Siemens, which control around 600 valve

bles safe shutdown of individual valve modules in accord-

functions during the fermentation process, are used for

ance with the requirements of the Machinery Directive and

electro-pneumatic automation.

EN13849 or the corresponding SIL requirements. Individual
safe emergency off circuits can thus be implemented on

There were several reasons for choosing the new valve ter-

the valve island with very little effort.

minal generation, as Andreas Rauscheder, Project Engineer
at ZETA, explains: “The hardware and software integration

The diagnostic function integrated as standard offers further

into our world of automation from Siemens has simplified

options for increasing operational reliability in addition to the

installation, start-up and parameterisation. Parameterising

display and forwarding of the EVS function. An integrated

the valve island via HPS file in the Siemens TIA portal

pressure measurement module monitors the supply pressure

helped us save significantly on time and costs.” Another

and transmits warning and error messages to the control

key advantage of the system is the external valve voltage

level in the event of deviations. Switching cycle counters can

shutdown (EVS), which ensures greater process and

also be used independently of each other for the pilot valves

operational reliability.

and the downstream actuators. In addition, an integrated
software function allows the switch position of the process
valve to be shown directly on the display of the valve island.
Wire break, short circuit and open valve outputs are also
detected, displayed on the valve island and forwarded via
the communication interface of the ET200SP.
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High plant availability

Fast certification

To increase pneumatic availability and ensure plant availa-

Since the fermentation plant is intended for the Russian

bility, ZETA opted in favour of the integrated P-channel

market, the EAC certificate of the Eurasian Economic

shutoff (hot-swap function). This enables a valve change

Union was also required for the valve islands. Bürkert re-

during operation without having to depressurise the entire

sponded and was able to present the relevant documents

valve island. The integrated check valves in the exhaust

quickly. All other cooperation went smoothly without any

air ducts of the valve island ensure reaction-free and safe

problems as well: “The delivery deadlines were adhered

switching of the process actuators.

to exactly, the advice was spot on and minor software adjustments that were subsequently required were implemented quickly,” adds the project manager.

The switch position of the valves is shown on the LC displays.
Wire break, short circuit and pressure values are also detected and
displayed.

How you benefit from future-proof automation technology:
Reduced time and costs: Simple integration into

More process and operational reliability: By

Siemens’ world of automation facilitates

using the EVS function, individual safe emergency

installation, start-up and parameterisation, thereby

off circuits can be implemented on the valve island

saving time and costs.

with very little effort.

Increased plant availability: The integrated

Fast certification: The necessary documentation

P-channel shutoff (hot-swap function) enables a

for plant approval was submitted quickly.

valve change during operation.

WE LEARN FROM YOU EVERY DAY –
INCLUDING WHEN WE THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX.

When it comes to dealing with liquids and gases, Bürkert today is a sought-after partner all over the world. Why? Probably because we have been learning for and from our
customers for more than 70 years now. This enables us to always think that crucial
step ahead – or even sideways.
We make ideas flow.

For your added value. Let us prove it to you – we look forward to your challenge.
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